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All the well-known celebrities were rushing to the Asim Jofa office, they were seen stitch-
ing the suit as a message to skilled labour that they can also manufacture a product that 
is in high demand. The real story was not an invention but manufacturing a product that 
can be re-used and available for free for health workers. Asim Jofa and the team were con-
vinced that this is the best time to do the philanthropic work. Hence, they jumped into it 
without assessing challenges, dilemmas and barriers a designer company could face when 
it takes part in the production of a product used in the health sector. The CEO of the com-
pany announced on social media that they plan to manufacture personal protective equip-
ment — putting all the credibility of the company at stake if things go the other way around. 

 
The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) has killed millions of people across the world and af-
fected almost every segment of society both economically and psychologically. In the beginning, 
to limit the spread of the virus, governments have, some sooner, some later implemented strong 
lockdown measures that prohibited social gatherings and enforced the closure of business op-
erations1. In the month of April 2020, when majority of governments announced complete lock-
down to restrict the spread of coronavirus. This measure has reduced the spread of the virus; 
however, it has greatly affected both small and big firms. More importantly, the coronavirus pan-
demic has had a huge impact on health institutions for three reasons: a) shortage of medical 
equipment, b) high demand for medical equipment, and c) unprecedented demand for intensive 
care units (ICUs) due to the high inflow of patients2. Due to the disruption of supply causes by 
lockdowns and government-issued new regulations to ban the export of medical equipment, the 
supply system crashed while demand was skyrocketing continously. As a consequence, health 
care institutions faced an acute shortage of Personal Protective Equipment’s (PPEs)3, thus, the 
front-line health workers were exposed to the virus and many of them tested positive while treat-
ing coronavirus-affected patients. 
The media was highlighting that the lack of availability of PPEs in hospitals poses a greater risk 
to health care workers and predicts the collapse of the entire health system. 
 

“Sydni Lane — a nurse in a hospital shared her bitter experience on Instagram! 
I cried of exhaustion, of defeat… 

Developing a New Product During Crises Situation:  
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1. The Guardian. (2020, January 23). Coronavirus: China bars 11m residents from leaving city at centre of outbreak. 
Available online: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/22/coronavirus-china-measures-rein-spread 
-mutate-disease-death-toll (accessed on 23 March 2020). 

2. Propper, C., Stoye, G., & Zaranko, B. (2020). The wider impacts of the coronavirus pandemic on the NHS. Fiscal 
Studies, 41(2), 345-356. 

3. Personal protective equipment (PPEs) includes several products such as N-95 mask, medical face mask, Surgical 
gowns, medical examination gloves (non-sterile); surgical gloves (sterile).
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I don’t know how many times I’ve heard the statement “but this is what you signed up for”. 
Just, no. I signed up to take care of sick patients, yes. I did not sign up to be unprotected by 
their sickness…An ER nurse in New York died today of COVID-19. He was in his 40s and 
had mild asthma. That’s it. This is not just a tall tale; this is the real risk. I have to go into 
every patient’s room and in the back of my mind I think “this could be the patient that gets 
me sick... that kills me. “This could be the patient that gives me the virus I bring home to 
my children or asthmatic husband”. This is my new reality. But this is only the beginning. 
We haven’t even scratched the surface of the impact of what this illness is going to make 
on our country. And I’m scared”. 

 
Nurses in the USA while protesting for lack of supplies to fight coronavirus share their experience 
as below: 
 

We can’t take it anymore; we are in the middle of a crisis and we need Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE). They gave us one on Monday, one on Thursday, turn in your old one, you 
will get the new one, we said that is unacceptable, now they are telling us, they are going 
to give us one a day, where normally we would use many in a day while taking care of pa-
tients. They are talking about resterilising them under procedures that are not scientifi-
cally proven to be effective4. 

 
These videos and messages have spread fear among everyone. People were wondering if devel-
oped countries like Italy and USA can’t cope with this crisis, what would happen to underdevel-
oped countries? Besides this, due to the lockdown and the growing internal demand of PPEs in 
each country, international suppliers stopped supplying the PPEs to hospitals in underdeveloped 
countries. As a result, health institutions in underdeveloped countries were under severe crisis 
and were gripped in fear.  
In this crisis situation, Asim Jofa – the CEO of a famous designer company, Asim Jofa was curious 
to play a key role in managing the crisis. He was convinced that the best way to deal with the 
Crisis would be to do something meaningful in an individual capacity and encourage other team 
members to unleash their abilities. He decided that his company will design PPEs. He was 
anxious; can his designer company make PPEs? If yes, how? The company has no experience in 
making PPEs nor any experience of working with hospitals or medical equipment. Instead, Asim 
Jofa5 is a niche company with products exclusively developed for the film industry. Unlike several 
other companies in the fashion industry, AJ manufactures and develops dresses that have a touch 
of modern fashion as well as artisan design used in making Indian jewellery. 

4. Youtube (2020). Nurses in USA protest lack of supplies to fight coronavirus. Available at: https://www.youtube. 
com/watch?v=VdQQdna0P9s. accessed on 2nd September 2021. 

5. Asim Jofa is name of the company and also the name of CEO, the company is named over his name.
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Personal Protective Equipment such as masks, protective spectacles and visors, face shields, 
mouth-nose protection and protective garments are highly useful in protecting medical staff, pa-
tients and others who come in contact with the patient. These types of equipment are widely used 
in hospitals during surgeries in intensive care units and operations theatres or when interacting 
with patients with transmissible diseases. Hence, the market for this equipment is huge, for in-
stance, the latest research report published by Research Dive on the global personal protective 
equipment market showed the market accounted for $43.9 billion in 2018 and is expected to grow 
by 10% and will reach $93.5 billion by 20266. 
In 2019, China was the largest exporter of personal protective products with a 17.2 per cent share 
of the global supply, with Germany and the United States of America comprising the second and 
third largest exporters respectively (Refer to table 1 in the appendix). China is the leading producer 
of raw material and PPE finished products. A report by UNICEF highlights that China produced 
around 50% of surgical masks, which is about 20 million masks in a day before the pandemic7. 
During the normal times, supply and demand were static, however, crises by Covid-19 brought 
huge volatility in the market. PPEs had a vital role in protecting medical workers as well as the gen-
eral public from COVID-19, hence, demand was extremely high as highlighted by policy experts. 
 

“PPE refers to worn articles or equipment that help minimise exposure to various hazards, 
including infectious pathogens. Given the role that PPE plays in mitigating the spread and 
reducing the impacts of COVID-19, PPE demand has spiked both globally and domestically, 
while supply has been undercut by both rapid consumption as well as supply chain dis-
ruptions”8. 
 

Some experts of UNICEF believed that during the peak of crises, the condition and environment 
of the market changed on a day-to-day basis. These sudden fluctuations are due to multiple fac-
tors. First, the high demand as the pandemic has spread to other countries. Second, the new legis-

Personal Protective Equipment Market  
Before and During Covid-19 Crises

6. Globe news wire (2021 May 18). Global Personal Protective Equipment Market to Hit $93.5 Billion by 2026, Rising 
with a CAGR of 10.0% during COVID-19 Disaster — Exclusive Report by Research Dive COVID-19 Impact. Avai-
lable at: https://www.globenewswire.com/fr/news-release/2021/05/18/2231758/0/en/Global-Personal-Pro-
tective-Equipment-Market-to-Hit-93-5-Billion-by-2026-Rising-with-a-CAGR-of-10-0-during-COVID-19-Disas
ter-Exclusive-Report-by-Research-Dive-COVID-19-Impact.html. 

7. Unicef (2020 May 4). COVID-19 impact assessment and outlook on personal protective equipment. Available at: 
https://www.unicef.org/supply/stories/covid-19-impact-assessment-and-outlook-personal-protective-
equipment. 

8. Cecire. H.M., (2020). COVID-19 and Domestic PPE Production and Distribution: Issues and Policy Options. Avai-
lable at: https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46628.
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lation by the government banned exports and introduced barriers to the trade of raw materials 
required for the production of PPEs. The third change in the market characteristics was due to 
an increase in procurement from the USA and European countries. At the beginning of the pan-
demic crises, there was little coordination among countries and also willing to pay a higher price 
for the raw materials and PPEs. This competition and speculation about the shortage from buyers, 
intermediaries, and dealers enhanced the challenges in the market. The rapid unprecedented 
surge in the demand and excessive pressure on the supply led to the introduction of restrictions 
on the supply of raw materials more specifically N-95 and surgical masks, medical gowns—the 
high demand products because of their crucial role in protecting frontline medical workers. This 
imbalance in high demand and low supply influenced manufacturers to demand payments in 
advance from buyers to stock the raw materials and to ensure the required manufacturing capa-
city. Another challenge particularly posed by developed countries to underdeveloped countries 
is that their governments were willing to pay higher prices, which increased the overall price of 
PPEs, thus, making it difficult for low-income countries to buy PPEs at this price. 
 
Role of the provincial and federal government in crises management and 
impact on PPEs market 
 
The two initial cases of the coronavirus were reported in Pakistan on 26th February9. The main 
strategy used by governments of the countries affected at a later stage was a lockdown to avoid 
extreme crises as faced by developed countries, for example, Italy, which has one of the advanced 
health care systems in the world. Some experts believe that the Italian government underesti-
mated the severity of the disease and delayed in imposing lockdown. Considering the order of 
events of Italy and in response to a growing number of cases, the provincial government of Sindh 
took a drastic measure to control the spread of coronavirus: a lockdown was to be imposed 
throughout the province starting at midnight for the next 15 days10. Power was given to divisional 
commissioners to declare a state of emergency11 and ensure restriction of movement of the public 
in small villages and towns – on this occasion an early announcement of lockdown allowed the 
flow of people from urban to rural areas. 
Consequently, both the army and police were deployed throughout Sindh province to ensure ef-
fective lockdown. In contrast to this measure, the federal government asked people for voluntary 

9. DAWN. (2020, February 26). Pakistan confirms first two cases of coronavirus, govt says ‘no need to panic. Avai-
lable online: https://www.dawn.com/news/1536792 (accessed on 24 March 2020). 

10. DAWN. (2020, March 22). Lockdown imposed in Sindh for next 15 days; movement restricted to need-only basis. 
Available online: https://www.dawn.com/news/1542901 (accessed on 26 March 2020). 

11. DAWN. (2020, March 27). Sindh divisional commissioners given power to declare emergency. Available online: 
https://www.dawn.com/live-blog/ (accessed on 27 March 2020).
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isolation12. The federal government’s inability to take decisive action during the return journey 
of the pilgrims from Iran and a lack of stance against lockdown received massive criticism from 
different segments of the society. From the beginning, the provincial government of Sindh and 
the federal government were at odds in making decisions, which has led to increased confusion 
and chaos. This trend was prevalent: for instance, the provincial government announced that 
citizens were not allowed to offer congregational prayers including Friday prayers, whereas the 
Federal government announced that schools were to remain closed, but mosques can stay open13. 
This created confusion and led to failure in the proper implementation of the intervention: for in-
stance, it was reported that people in Hyderabad held congregations in mosques14 despite the 
government’s directives. These contradictory policies and confusion increased the number of 
cases15, fear among ordinary citizens and the business community, in addition, it adversely af-
fected the PPE market. As highlighted above, many governments halted the export of PPEs and 
raw materials to other countries. This resulted in an extreme rise in the price of PPEs. Fur-
thermore, the increasing cases all around the world signalled an increasing demand for PPEs. 
Thus, many suppliers held the available stock to be sold later at the peak of crises at a higher price. 
In underdeveloped countries, where institutions are weak, and Governments fail to regulate the 
actions of the companies, bad practices of suppliers, as well as corporations, are predominant. As 
a result, there was an acute shortage of PPEs and the price of this equipment skyrocketed. 
 
 

12. DAWN. (2020, March 24) Centre, Sindh at odds on lockdown; Punjab extends ‘shutdown’. Available online: 
https://www.dawn.com/news/1543292 (accessed on 26 March 2020). 

13. DAWN. (2020, March 26). ‘Schools to remain closed, mosques to stay open’: Govt provides updates on strategy 
against Covid-19. Available online: https://www.dawn.com/news/1543926/schools-to-remain-closed-mosques-
to-stay-open-govt-provides-updates-on-strategy-against-covid-19 (accessed on 26 March 2020). 

14. DAWN. (2020, March 27). Hyderabad mosques hold congregations despite govt directives. Available online: 
https://www.dawn.com/live-blog/ (accessed on 27 March 2020). 

15. DAWN. (2020, March 26). A month on, Pakistan’s Covid-19 trajectory from patient zero to 1,000 and beyond. 
Available online: https://www.dawn.com/news/1543683/a-month-on-pakistans-covid-19-trajectory-from-pa-
tient-zero-to-1000-and-beyond (accessed on 26 March 2020).
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Role of Corporate Giants in Crises – A gesture of Humanity 
 
The role that the corporations played during the pandemic was unexpected. Usually, corporations 
are popular for seeking profitable ways to enhance the overall revenue of the company. For 
example, for decades business students in their first-year courses (introduction of business or 
basics of financial management etc.) are taught that the “goal of a firm is to maximise share-
holders value”16. In recent times, this narrative has come under increasing scrutiny and scholars 
and researchers have appealed for re-defining the goal of the corporation “the purpose of the cor-
poration must be redefined as creating shared value and not just profit per se”17. Creating shared 
value is defined as “the strategic process through which corporations can solve a social problem 
that is relevant to its value chain while offering economic benefits”18. It was noticed that during 
the Covid-19 crises corporations acted in the better interest of the society and beyond profit-mak-
ing entities. Researchers found that corporations operating in different industries came forward 
and started manufacturing health equipment. For example, many automobile companies manu-
factured respiratory valves and ventilators (See exhibit 1 for big Five Italian companies’ role in 
Covid-19). This trend was prevalent around the world, for instance, many big companies around 
the world made products free for students and medical workers19 (review article by Davide Hes-
sekiel for the list of multinational corporations and their free services during Covid-19 crises). 
Scholars believe that these companies managed to reorganise their core capabilities to enhance 
their resilience while playing a vital role in enhancing the capacity of the health system20. They 
not only supported the health system but made this technical information open access so that the 
other companies including their partners and competitors can use it and get the benefit. 

16. Moyer, R. C., McGuigan, J. R., & Rao, R. P. (2014). Contemporary financial management. Cengage Learning. 
17. Porter, M. E., & Kramer, M. R. (2011). The big idea: Creating shared value. How to reinvent capitalism—and unleash 

a wave of innovation and growth. Harvard Business Review, 89(January-February) 62–77. 
18. Menghwar, P. S., & Daood, A. (2021). Creating shared value: A systematic review, synthesis and integrative per-

spective. International Journal of Management Reviews (23)4, 466-485. 
19. Hessekiel, D., (2020). Creative Ways Companies Are Giving Back During The COVID-19 Crisis. Available at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidhessekiel/2020/03/27/creative-ways-companies-are-giving-back-during-
the-covid-19-crisis/?sh=692c73977f14. 

20. Bergami, M., Corsino, M., Daood, A., and Giuri, P. (2021). Being resilient for society: evidence from companies 
that leveraged their resources and capabilities to fight the COVID-19 crisis. R&D Management. Available at: 
https://doi.org/10.1111/radm.12480.

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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Blessing in disguise 
 
Lockdown measures and uncertainty over the prolonged period of crises produced fear and a 
sense of panic in the business community. The majority of business owners were expecting huge 
losses and perhaps bankruptcy in the business. In the absence of support from the government, 
scholars have estimated a large increase in the failure rate of small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) under the COVID-19 crisis of nearly 9 percentage points21. While most organisations and 
their owners were under fear and shock, some entrepreneurs and intrapreneurs saw an oppor-
tunity in this worst crisis22. In other words, it was a blessing in disguise that solved deeply-rooted 
issues of the society through simple innovations. For example, the rapid spread of the Covid-19 
pandemic and ban on export by countries from developed countries exposed the health care 
supply chain system of underdeveloped countries. The supply chain came into the limelight dur-
ing crises, but it also exposed the fragile system (perhaps no system) and brought forward some 
bitter realities. One of the most important was that underdeveloped countries were not even pro-
ducing easily manufacturable products at home but are importing from other countries. 
This was seen as an opportunity by local entrepreneurs and added the countries into the list of 
manufacturing giants23. These countries before the Covid-19 crisis did not manufacture Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPEs). Some social entrepreneurs in underdeveloped countries moved into 
the business to produce locally. One such entrepreneur and CEO of famous designer company 
Asim Jofa (AJ) whose main business was closed due to lockdown. Asim’s decision to start manu-
facturing PPEs was a radical one because he and his company had no prior experience in the 
manufacturing of PPEs. He is the CEO of a company that is famous for designing dresses and has 
achieved top place in the niche market of fashion clothes24. Thus, the decision to manufacture PPEs 
was not only challenging but risky that could badly hurt the reputation of the leading company. 
 

21. Gourinchas, P. O., Kalemli-Özcan, S, Penciakova, V., & Sander, N. (2020). Covid-19 and SME failures (No. w27877). 
National Bureau of Economic Research. Available at: https://www.elibrary.imf.org/view/journals/001/2020/207 
/article-A001-en.xml21.  

22. Bergami, M., Corsino, M., Daood, A., and Giuri, P. (2021). Being resilient for society: evidence from companies 
that leveraged their resources and capabilities to fight the COVID-19 crisis. R&D Management. Available at: 
https://doi.org/10.1111/radm.12480. 

23. The Economic Times (2021). How India, which did not manufacture personal protective equipment, became a 
PPE giant. Available at: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/miscellaneous/how-india-which-
d i d - n o t - m a n u f a c t u r e - p e r s o n a l - p r o t e c t i v e - e q u i p m e n t - b e c a m e - a - p p e - g i a n t / p p e -
manufacturing/slideshow/81257297.cms. 

24. Laam.pk (2020). Asim Jofa. Available at: https://laam.pk/collections/asim-Jofa.
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Background of Asim Jofa 
 
Asim Jofa is conventionally an award-winning and famous fashion designer company25. Carrying 
on the legacy of his forefathers, Asim Jofa started with a jewellery line 12 years ago, establishing 
the highly exclusive, one-of-a-kind diamond boutique ‘The Diamond Gallery’. Having been cer-
tified in Design from the prestigious Central Saint Martins, Asim went on to create ripples in the 
fashion industry (see appendix 1). He has achieved great acclaim for his various collections dis-
played on the runways in the fashion capitals of the world. He has been honoured with IAFA In-
ternational Asian Fashion Awards as the Best Designer Brand in 2012. In the same year, Asim 
bagged the collection of the year award held by the Pakistan Fashion Awards. He continues to 
improve and, in the future, Asim plans to create more buzz and dress Pakistani women fabulously, 
thus, breaking the fashion stereotypes along the way. 
The brand has launched several collections and is famous for its high-quality suits. In the past, 
the company’s target market was the elite class (niche market)-mainly celebrities, actors and ac-
tresses. Nowadays, the company has targeted new market customers, who can pay a reasonable 
price. The company also sells suits online and delivers across the world. 
 
Asim’s vision 
 
Usually, Asim focuses on designing a unique product that can stand out in the market and provide 
a competitive advantage over other firms in the market. However, this time he had a different 
kind of product in mind and strategy, where the product will secure frontline health workers who 
are protecting the nation from health crises, and this would be done without any pecuniary bene-
fits in return. He also decided that he won’t play his usual role of a CEO but get involved in the 
manufacturing of this product — the one that has been manufactured neither by him nor his team 
members. Asim pondered for a while on the central question i.e. can his designer company make 
PPEs? He moved quickly and refocused his attention on how other companies whose core busi-
ness is manufacturing PPEs does so? Usually, this is not the strategy, his core strategy is differ-
entiation — designing a unique product. In this case, his focus is more on adopting what the 
current leaders in the industry are doing. He was convinced that thinking about differentiation 
at an early stage can hinder efficiency. He thought that all people can’t know everything and 
learning from external sources and using that knowledge for innovation is the best strategy for 
manufacturing something new in times of crisis. Hence, his entire focus was on how this external 

25. Asim Jofa has won International Asian Fashion Awards (IAFA) as the Best Designer Brand in 2012 and also the 
Collection of the Year award held by the Pakistan Fashion Awards.

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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knowledge can be utilised in the best possible way? It is time to focus on utilisation and benefiting 
from the available knowledge in the best possible way. As he quoted: 
 

At the moment, my goal is not to differentiate or design a unique product and am not look-
ing for monetary benefits. My dream is to manufacture PPEs that can protect our frontline 
workers by using the knowledge available. If I manage to save one or two lives, I will feel, 
I am the most successful person — that’s my mission. 

 
Uniting the team 
 
Asim knew that he can’t achieve this goal on his own. He called for an urgent meeting with his 
team members. In the meeting, he expressed his ideas with vigour and displayed a heightened 
enthusiasm towards his ambition. He jumped on to the next question and asked his team 
members, ‘Are you ready to manufacture a product that was never produced by you in the past?’ 
He emphasised that this is the time to serve the nation and play our role in doing something good 
for society. I know this won’t be easy but together we can do it. 
 We all need to commit to this noble task and make this our priority. There was no resistance when 
Asim presented his vision, instead, he received positive support to convert this dream into reality. 
On March 28, 2020, Asim issued a video message in which he explained his dream to manufacture 
the protective gears for the medical workers who are fighting for us at the front line: 
 

Today I am here for you with a new mission, my mission is that doctors and front-line staff 
who are fighting for us, hence, I want to bring self-protection suits and self-protection 
masks into the production, and then we want to distribute them free of cost and I don’t 
know how successful we will be in this mission, but I have talked to the team, they are very 
interested, helpful, and am very proud of my team so I need your huge amount of prayers 
and share this message, so authorities can allow us to work on these things, we can take 
this forward. Stay blessed, stay happy, stay happy26. 

26. Asim Jofa-Let’s fight back! Available at https://youtu.be/zLwNZ63bR34.

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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External sources of product innovation — easier than expected 
 
Asim turned on his laptop, quickly opened a browser and wrote in the search “how companies 
manufacture PPEs?”. Luckily, technical information regarding the manufacturing of PPEs was 
made available online by several individuals and organisations including the World Health Or-
ganisation (WHO). 
Asim printed all this information and shared it with his team members. Looking at the informa-
tion, his team realised that — a daunting task is ahead. A thorough review of the information re-
vealed that the fabric used in manufacturing PPEs is of a different type and they need to buy it — 
fabric that they are using is not useful in manufacturing PPEs. This quick flow of technical in-
formation from outside (internet open source) to the inside (team members of the organisation) 
was useful in understanding the type of fabric and material used in the manufacturing and design 
of the PPEs. 
 
Buying the raw material during the lockdown 
 
The next big challenge for the team of AJ was to buy fabric from the supplier and transport it to 
the manufacturing site during the lockdown. In addition, due to high demand and shortage in 
supply, prices were skyrocketing. Hence, the challenge was threefold; to find a supplier who could 
provide quality fabric at a reasonable price and ensure delivery on time. His network (friends and 
customers) was useful in finding a supplier but it took time, though the supplier was 5 Km away 
in the same city. 
 
Product development cycle – Trial and Error 
 
The change in fabric had severely affected the previous product development process. However, 
the team started another round of trial and error to manufacture a prototype. Product development 
of dresses required a different process and plan, each team member has a different role-cutting, 
stitching, designing etc. However, for designing this product we had an overlapping role, each 
one was trying to understand how they can contribute. After several hurdles and prototypes, a 
team of AJ managed to design the prototype as per the given guidelines. In the beginning, the 
team believed that having the information about designs was critical, however, later it was real-
ised that information and learning a way to utilise the information are complementary and have 
a significant role in producing the product — this is more of a trial and error. As highlighted by 
one of the team members: 
 

Having information about the basics of manufacturing and designing was useful — a sigh 
of relief. But I think, it was more of the trial-and-error process that helped us to develop this 

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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first design. We haven’t had any experience, therefore, even if we had the information, we 
were making mistakes in cutting the fabric and then designing. I realised that the availability 
of information and mistakes or brutal mistakes have a key role in innovating a product. 

 
Involving the main stakeholder 
 
Once the prototype was produced and the whole team agreed that they have met the require-
ments. This was communicated on social media as mentioned below: 
 

Hello everyone, today we have prepared our first sample, and our struggle has been suc-
cessful, tomorrow we will prepare another sample for protection, please see! We have pre-
pared and we have managed to follow all the norms of the protection, my team is with me, 
I am proud of my team, thank you everyone thanks you27. 

 
Then, they approached the director of the biggest public hospital, to verify if the product was up 
to their standards. The director of the hospital welcomes them to display their product and also 
invited doctors and procurement officers to compare it with the PPEs they were currently using. 
In comparison with the existing products, doctors explained that their prototype doesn’t meet 
certain requirements (type of fabric), hence, it will be dangerous for health workers to use it. 
Though this discussion was disappointing, doctors’ suggestions to the team regarding a way to 
resolve these flaws from the prototype were useful. The hospital’s procurement department shared 
the contact details of a supplier who has this fabric that is used in the manufacturing of PPEs. 
 
Another round of arranging the necessary raw material (fabric) during the 
lockdown and under fierce competition from textile buyers 
 
The demand for this particular type of fabric was high because individuals and small companies 
were entering the business — some saw a huge profit margin in this business due to high demand 
and others for philanthropy. Hence, Asim and the team needed to approach this supplier and 
make sure that he can deliver the fabric at a reasonable price within a short time. Reaching the 
supplier was easier as contact details were shared by the doctors; however, the main challenges 
were threefold; “quality of the fabric”, “negotiating the cost”, and “delivery time”. Asim didn’t want 
to comprise on two factors “quality and delivery time”, hence, he decided to pay the higher price. 
He didn’t focus on negotiating the price; however, the communication was done in a way so that 

27. Asim Jofa official (2020). Asim Jofa-gearing up. Available at: https://youtu.be/F_Y1py5sODE.

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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suppliers can realise that “their goal is to serve the nation by preparing the high-quality PPEs”. 
In other words, they were in a race to get the quality fabric within a few days and launch the prod-
uct in the market (donate the product) so that the growing demand can be met. This was the goal 
of many other organisations who were eager to launch the PPEs in the market28. This trend was 
prevalent across Asia, for example, it was found that the owners of garment factories were moving 
into PPEs business because of a global shortage, skyrocketing demand, and more importantly, 
their main product was in less demand. As a result of these factors, many companies quickly 
moved into this business29. Considering these factors, Asim and the team decided to pay a good 
price and buy the fabric in bulk. 
 
Process of production and innovation (not only PPE but a reusable PPE) 
 
Asim and the team started the trial-and-error process again. They developed a prototype and 
visited doctors again. Doctors appreciated the new product, however, handed over new guidelines 
issued by WHO to manufacture PPEs, these guidelines were slightly different from the previous 
ones. World health organisation (WHO) compiled and uploaded the guidelines on its website, so 
everyone benefits from the information and produces the needed number of PPEs30. 
 Hence, the AJ team needed to modify the product as per WHO guidelines. A lot of fabric has been 
wasted in making prototypes and the team knew that fabric is in limited quantity and finding 
fabric again will be difficult. Hence, AJ’s goal was to design reusable PPEs to fulfil the demand of 
the hospitals. This was a big change in the strategy — from designing a product to designing a 
unique product. After several rounds of trial and error, AJ managed to develop a product that met 
requirements issued by WHO and was also reusable (see figure 1). This was expressed by himself 
on social media in a video message as below: 
 

Hello everyone, today it is our efforts day two, and we have made another successful at-
tempt and in this, we have used better material which is “PE” and we have kept protections 
levels high, you can see it, and we did this experience yesterday and now our main target 
is to go into production tomorrow. 
 

28. Texintel.com (2020). Archroma Joins Hands With Liberty Textile Mill Limited To Produce Life-Saving PPE In 
Pakistan. Available at: https://www.texintel.com/press-room/archroma-joins-hands-with-liberty-textile-mill-
limited-to-produce-life-saving-ppe-in-pakistan. 

29. The conversation.com (2020). How Asia’s clothing factories switched to making PPE – but sweatshop problems 
live on. Available at: https://theconversation.com/how-asias-clothing-factories-switched-to-making-ppe-but-
sweatshop-problems-live-on-141396. 

30. WHO (2020). Technical specifications of personal protective equipment for COVID-19. Available at: https:// 
www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-PPE_specifications-2020.1.
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At the production site, a consultant physician was also present, he shared his opinion about the 
final product as below: 
 

I am thankful to Asim Jofa, we need this product in the Jinnah postgraduate medical hos-
pital, we will again check the standards of the product, if this meets the standards of doc-
tor’s safety and isolation standards, this will be a great help for us and the nation. 
 

Another doctor wore this PPE to assess the comfort and quality, he shared his views: 
 

I feel comfortable, soaked in the water to check its quality, if you put this in alcohol or chlor-
ine for thirteen minutes then it can be re-used31. 

 
 
 
 

31. Asim Jofa official (2020). Finally good news. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCiXQN8YDO4.

Figure 1. Outside in Innovation process
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Taking approval from the government and designing a supply strategy 
 
The next challenge was to get approval from Government (health ministry). However, getting ap-
proval proved to be an easier task for three main reasons. First and foremost was the involvement 
of medical experts, PPEs were designed in collaboration with the hospital and team of medical 
doctors, this enhanced the trust level on the product. Second, Asim Jofa is a popular brand, famous 
for its quality products, therefore, there was the trust of people in the product. Third, there was an 
increasing demand and the government needed equipment, so it was in the interest of the gov-
ernment to approve easily so that the production can be started, and market demand can be ful-
filled. As a result of these factors, the company got approval in a few days and started production. 
 
Supply Strategy 
 
It was clear from the beginning that PPEs will be donated to hospitals at a zero price. This could 
be done in two ways: involving a non-profit organisation or delivery by the company. Asim Jofa 
and the team decided to go with the second option. This one was a riskier option because if the 
team themselves go to donate to the hospital, there was the risk of getting the virus, but they still 
decided to do it. This was done to show the sympathies with health workers. The team supplied 
PPEs to almost all the hospitals of Sindh province, some health workers appreciated and also 
asked if it is possible to manufacture hand sanitiser as there is a shortage of it. Going in person 
brought another challenge “demands to donate another product”. Hence, now the task was to find 
out a way to manufacture hand sanitiser. 
 
Manufacturing another product (Hand sanitiser) 
 
There was a shortage of sanitisers, and the quality of available sanitisers was poor due to weak 
regulations and a lack of quality control in underdeveloped countries. AJ used the same approach-
getting benefit of external information, this time, they directly used the WHO website as the 
source of external knowledge. However, buying ingredients required prior approval from the 
health ministry because these ingredients are harmful (including ethanol and alcohol) and can 
be used for multiple purposes. After getting approval from the health ministry, AJ bought the 
required raw material from suppliers and started the trial-and-error process. They managed to 
develop a high-quality hand sanitiser that contained 80% alcohol. 
 

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION
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Views of recipients (doctors and medical workers) 
 
Finally, a team of Asim Jofa supplied a whole kit of PPEs to hospitals32 and received feedback from 
CEOs and health workers (See appendix 3). Almost all feedbacks were positive. AJ also involved 
celebrities33 (premium old customers) in raising awareness about taking precautionary measures 
and marketing philanthropic work they did during a crisis. In total, they supplied PPEs to 478 
hospitals across Pakistan. 
 
Asim and team’s commitment to serving the nation — the critical success factor  
 
Asim’s unrelenting persistence to realise his dream of serving the nation in difficult times was of 
critical importance. Furthermore, he managed to incorporate the same level of commitment into 
the team. Therefore, despite the challenges and risks they voluntarily got involved in this project. 
When asked, you are facing a voluminous number of challenges but are still doing this, what is 
the reason behind it? Asim shared his opinion as mentioned below: 
 

I think devotion to serving the nation had a very important role in convincing us to launch 
this project. It was teamwork, and they were highly motivated otherwise no one could 
courage to go to the coronavirus ward, where there are 60 patients, and you are at a greater 
risk of getting the virus. I will say, if you are not my team, you can’t do it, they did it without 
money and they also came with me to each hospital for delivery. Believe me or not, this is 
the best product that you will find in Pakistan, I had no prior experience. More than the 
money this gave me satisfaction-meaning of life. Then it became very easy, nowadays I 
wake up at 8:00 am but for business, I wake up at 11:00 am. 

 
Making the Design Public  
 
In Pakistan, a large number of women and men work as tailors, they became unemployed due to 
lockdown. They could make the kits but they haven’t had the knowledge and information regard-
ing manufacturing PPEs. Asim Jofa made designing information public and explained it step by 
step in the local language. They involved celebrities34 in spreading the message so that skilled 
labour can start manufacturing and make their living.

32. Asim Jofa official (2020). Asim Jofa | PPE suits delivery. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M06sQ 
32M11Y. 

33. Asim Jofa official (2020). Asim Jofa | Let’s Fight Back! Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DpXr 
PF4cnxs. 

34. Asim Jofa official (2020). Asim Jofa | Let’s Fight Back | Asim Jofa. Available at: Cares https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=PE789gmRqDg.
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Market PPEs-countries started exporting PPEs  
 
As highlighted earlier, Pakistan was not manufacturing PPEs but getting them imported from 
China and other countries. During corona crisis, many textile firms and entrepreneurs saw an 
opportunity and local production went exponentially high. This was not only meeting local de-
mand but also a possibility to export abroad. During the pandemic, the export of medical equip-
ment was banned also in Pakistan. In March 2020, the Pakistani government imposed a ban on 
the export of all these PPEs in a bid to assess the baseline requirements of the country. Therefore, 
the local business community were demanding permission to export. After a decrease in the 
number of cases, the government allowed the export of PPEs in June 202035, however, some 
sources found that export of a few products was allowed but a ban on exports of N-95 masks, sur-
gical masks and Tyvek suits was still in place36. Companies also applied for international certifi-
cation food and drug administration (FDA)-a federal agency of the United States of America and 
approval from the European Union. Some experts and government officials saw a huge potential 
in this business, as highlighted below: 
 

“This is a new line of export opened for Pakistan. We can export $500 million to one billion 
in the first year and it will increase with the passage of time and world demand is also in-
creasing rapidly”. The official believed that the Pakistan textile industry would be the main 
beneficiary. 

 
The Covid-19 crisis opened up new business avenues for the textile industry and local entrepre-
neurs, they can take advantage of the increasing demands of PPEs in developed countries due to 
the second wave that has caused a huge rise in Covid-19 cases. This crisis brought multiple chal-
lenges but also some opportunities, countries who didn’t afford but were reliant on other countries 
for basic products became independent and also beneficiary by supplying abroad, the crisis has 
completely changed market dynamics and structure of the PPE market. 

35. Khan.I, (2020). Pakistan formally allows PPE exportsAvailable at: https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/670631-
pakistan-formally-allows-ppe-exports. 

36. Dawn.com (2020). PPE exports permitted https://www.dawn.com/news/1562523.
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Future Strategy — What should Asim Jofa do?  
 
Asim Jofa’s vision has been realised — the company has managed to develop and spread the 
knowledge among local producers. He summarised this whole journey in an interview with a TV 
channel as mentioned below: 
 

The credit of this goes to my team, we designed one prototype, hospitals and international 
organisations approved it. We started serving the nation37. Without the support of the team 
and doctors, we would have not been able to do this. 

 
After this success, Asim and the team were wondering whether a company should move into this 
new business as a manufacturer of PPEs? The company can also start exporting to developed 
countries. However, they are assessing whether it would be compatible with the legacy of the or-
ganisation and differentiation strategy — high-quality product at a high price to an elite class. If 
they move into this business what should be their strategy and plan of action? Some people have 
suggested that the company can register a new unit of Asim Jofa that solely focuses on manufac-
turing PPEs and sales at a lower price abroad. This strategy won’t be in contrast with the main 
strategy of differentiation. Another option is that the company focuses on their business and just 
use this project as goodwill or marketing purpose and avoid getting involved in this business — 
in other words, crises are over, local productions have gone up, so the company should stop manu-
facturing PPEs. It was a one-time project, launched to serve the nation and not to capture emerg-
ing business opportunities in this market. Perhaps, due to the exponential increase in local 
production across the world, this business won’t be profitable and attractive in future. 
What will AJ do? Will they do something different? 

37. Hum news (2020). In this interview with fashion designer #AsimJofa, we talk about his PPE suit initiative. Avai-
lable at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BY4-gPXlOk.
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Appendix 1 

Table. 1. Leading exporters of personal protective equipment Industry
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Appendix 2 
History of Asim Jofa — Key Events of Three Generations 

Before 1947

Asim’s grandfather has Jewellery shop in India (Near Eid Gah in Delhi). This shop was well 

established and was well known for its handmade jewellery products.

In 1947 (August)

The family migrated from India to Pakistan. It left its business there with a plan to open a new 

shop in Pakistan. After the separation India and Pakistan became two countries, there was huge 

migration perhaps the deadliest migration event of the history.

In 1948 (January -February)

They opened a new shop Pakistan. It was located in the Sarapa Market city of Karachi. They 

started with their traditional products made of gold and silver. The shop was named 

“Muhammad Shafi and Sons” because it was started with the support of his sons.

In 1970 (June-July)

The father of Asim opened his own shop, and was named Fancy Jewellers in the Liaquatabad 

area of Karachi. Asim started working in this shop. It was functional until 2016. After the 

retirement of his father, this shop was closed.

In 1996 (January-February)

Asim started his own shop (branch) with the name (New Fancy Jewellers) located on the Tariq 

Road in the city of Karachi. This shop was initiated with the support of his father. Asim also 

started exporting jewellery to the USA. They started exporting handmade, customised jewellery 

products that are mainly popular among people of Indian or Pakistan origin living in the USA.

They were selling these products to shops located in the USA, which were further sold to 

customers of Indian and Pakistani origin. This shop was closed in 2013.
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In 1999 (August-September)
Asim started another shop with his brother and named as “Gold Mark”. This shop was located 

in the park tower Karachi. They were making and selling the handmade jewellery products.

In 2004 (January- February)
Asim ended the partnership with his brother. The main reason was difference of opinion and 

style of doing business. His brother was also travelling to Canada and has plans to move there 

and shift the entire business to Canada. His brother also started his construction business 

besides the jewellery business.

From (April-June) 2006 to 2009 (November)
Asim too entered into construction business. He bought the land in 2006 and constructed a 

building and named it as “Jofa Towers”. The construction was completed in three years and in 

2009, he launched it as groundbreaking project in Karachi's construction landscape, the tower 

has eight floors and located in the hotspot for foreign and national banks, restaurants, and city's 

commercial centers, JOFA. It has met the several needs of executives such as parking, proper 

security arrangements, meeting international standards for human safety and disaster 

management. Most of the offices in this building are occupied by Multinational banks.

In 2010 (February-March)
Asim entered the textile industry. He started this textile business because construction business 

was very slow. This business was started with the three people, who were already were working 

in this industry. Two people are still working with him in this company. This business has 

become a big success because team had diverse skills. The people working in the textile 

industry brought that knowledge while Asim himself brought the jewellery design knowledge. 

They launched the first collection with the name “Asim Jofa” in 2011.
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Appendix 3 
Awards and Key Achievements of Asim Jofa  
and Fashion Shows 

Year Name of the Award

2012 Won Collection of the Year Pakistan Fashion Award

2012 Received Best Fashion Designer at IAFA International Asian Fashion Awards 

2014 Received Customer Satisfaction Award first edition also won the second edition

2015 Won the Best Fashion Designer ( known as Quality Standard Awards)

2017 Won IPPA Award Best Designer Lawn

Asim Jofa Presentation at Fashion Shows

Asim Jofa brand has been presented at London Runway (2011), Dubai Fashion Week (2011), 

USA Runway Show (2011), Pakistan Lifestyle India (2012), and Qatar International Fashion 

Festival (2015).
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Appendix 4 
Statements of Hospitals, Ministers, and Well-Known  
Personalities about PPEs Manufactured by Asim Jofa

Name and 
Designation 

Views about the PPEs 

Dr. Azra Fazal 
Pechuho
Provincial Minister 
of Sindh for Health, 
and Population 
Welfare

Myself and my ministry is satisfied with Asim Jofa’s designed PPE 
and face shield and we have given him a green signal to continue the 
production of the protective gear, which will help in facilitating the 
need of our doctors, paramedics, nurses and janitorial staff in 
performing their duties with safety. She further appeals to the 
notable personalities of show biz & sports to come forward & help in 
this hour of need so that we can fulfil the PPE requirements of our 
front liners.

Dr Abdul Bari Khan
Chief Executive Officer 
(The Indus Health 
Network, Pakistan).

The quality of this protective equipment is very good and the best 
thing about this product is that it is reusable. The other companies’ 
PPEs are for single-time use. Moreover, this double-layered design 
of the face shield would be also useful for protection. He also 
appreciated that kind of donation in a time of crisis when hospitals 
are under a severe shortage.

Mr Zohaib Faizi
Territory Manager -
Shaukat Khanum 
Memorial Cancer 
Hospital & Research 
Center

I am really happy to see the initiative taken by Asim Jofa in 
producing the PPE, it is the first step towards safeguarding our 
doctors & frontline workers whose lives are at constant risk. He 
further added that this is a very good initiative & other designers 
should also come forward & help in this cause because together we 
can fight this situation in the form of a community.

Dr Seemi Jamali
Ex-Executive 
Director of the 
Jinnah 
Postgraduate 
Medical Centre 
(JPMC)

I invite all the skilled labourers especially girls & women who are at 
home & who know how to sew can come forward & start making this 
PPE in their homes & earn a living from it. I am seeing a lot of 
celebrities who are sewing PPEs on your page, if they can do it so can 
you, even if your machine is not that good you can still do this work. 
Mr Asim Jofa has uploaded the pattern of this PPE on YouTube, you 
can download it from there & make the bodysuit according to this 
pattern. The material being used to make this PPE is waterproof, 
washable & can be sanitised in an autoclave which makes it easily 
reusable. Mr Asim Jofa can connect you with the vendors who have 
manufactured this material for him, and you can use this material to 
make the PPE suit.
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Exhibit 1 
Brief History of Corona Virus and Health Crises

The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by the infection with the novel coronavirus 
SARS-CoV-2 38. The first case of COVID-19 was detected in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan, 
Hubei province of China. By January 3rd, it was considered pneumonia with unknown aetiology 
affecting 44 people39. The novel coronavirus was isolated on January 7th and the first death was 
reported on 11th January40. In the most critical situations, representing 5%41, the disease causes 
an acute respiratory distress syndrome that requires patients to use non-invasive or even invasive 
assisted ventilation for a prolonged period42,43. 
On Jan 22, Chinese authorities announced the decision to quarantine the city of Wuhan from 10 
a.m. (local time) of the following day, suspending all trains and other forms of transportation, clos-
ing the roads, and cancelling departing flights from Wuhan’s Tianhe airport44 . In addition to this, 
the lockdown was expanded to other cities of the Hubei province such as Huanggang and Ezhou45. 
By Jan 23, China was counting 574 cases and 17 deaths already, while other 7 cases were detected 
across 4 different countries. Moreover, European airports were already organizing for performing 
screenings on passengers coming from Wuhan, such as London Heathrow46 and Rome Fiu-

38. Gorbalenya, A.E., Baker, S.C., Baric, R.S. et al. The species Severe acute respiratory syndrome-related corona-
virus: classifying 2019-nCoV and naming it SARS-CoV-2. Nature Microbiology, 5, 536–544 (2020). 
doi:10.1038/s41564-020-0695-z. 

39. WHO (2020, January 5). Pneumonia of unknown cause – China. Available online: https://www.who.int/csr/don/ 
05-january-2020-pneumonia-of-unkown-cause-china/en/ (accessed on 24 March 2020). 

40. WHO (2020, January 12). Novel Coronavirus – China. Available online: https://www.who.int/csr/don/12-ja-
nuary-2020-novel-coronavirus-china/en/ (accessed on 24 March 2020). 

41. Wu, Z., & McGoogan, J. M. (2020). Characteristics of and important lessons from the coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) outbreak in China: summary of a report of 72 314 cases from the Chinese Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention. Journal of American Medical Association. doi:10.1001/jama.2020.2648. 

42. Chen, N., Zhou, M., Dong, X., Qu, J., Gong, F., Han, Y., ... & Yu, T. (2020). Epidemiological and clinical characte-
ristics of 99 cases of 2019 novel coronavirus pneumonia in Wuhan, China: a descriptive study. The Lancet, 
395(10223), 507-513. doi:10.1016/S0140-6736(20)30211-7. 

43. Yang, X., Yu, Y., Xu, J., Shu, H., Liu, H., Wu, Y., ... & Wang, Y. (2020). Clinical course and outcomes of critically ill 
patients with SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia in Wuhan, China: a single-centered, retrospective, observational study. 
The Lancet Respiratory Medicine. doi:10.1016/S2213-2600(20)30079-5. 

44. The Guardian. (2020, January 23). Coronavirus: China bars 11m residents from leaving city at centre of outbreak. 
Available online: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/22/coronavirus-china-measures-rein-
spread-mutate-disease-death-toll (accessed on 23 March 2020). 

45. Reuters. (2020, January 23). China’s Huanggang locked down over virus; Ezhou stops trains. Available online: 
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-china-health-huanggang/chinas-huanggang-locked-down-over-virus-
ezhou-stops-trains--dUKKBN1ZM17I?feedType=RSS&feedName=worldNews (accessed on 23 March 2020).  

46. The Guardian. (2020, January 22). Coronavirus: Heathrow to screen arrivals from affected Chinese region. Avai-
lable online: https://www.theguardian.com/science/2020/jan/22/coronavirus-heathrow-to-create-separate-
arrival-area (accessed on 23 March 2020).
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micino47. On 24th January, the World Health Organisation (WHO) published updated advice for 
international traffic: “With the information currently available for the novel coronavirus, WHO 
advises that measures to limit the risk of exportation or importation of the disease should be im-
plemented, without unnecessary restrictions of international traffic”48. This advice was repeated 
even when, on Jan 30, WHO declared the outbreak to be a Public Health Emergency of Inter-
national Concern49. By that date, China was counting 7736 cases and 170 deaths, while 82 cases 
were reported across 18 other countries. 
From China, the virus started spreading into neighbouring countries. The first case outside China 
was registered on January 13 in Thailand, a woman arriving from Wuhan50. Three days later, 
another case was registered in Japan, a man also coming from the Chinese city. The virus was 
spreading at a very rapid pace: on January 21, China recorded 310 cases and 6 deaths, while other 
4 cases were detected in 4 other countries. 
After China, the first European country that was badly affected by coronavirus crises was Italy. 
On January 31, the first two cases of the virus were registered in Italy, which declared a state of 
emergency51 and suspended all flights from China52. Countries started evacuating their citizens: 
Italy has quarantined the 56 people evacuated from Wuhan arrived in Italy on Feb 3, one of whom 
was found to be infected upon arrival and therefore, was hospitalised. Quarantine measures were 
also imposed on 8 citizens evacuated from Wuhan on a British flight – who arrived in Italy on 

47. ANSA. (2020, January 23). A Fiumicino controlli su volo da Wuhan. Available online: http://www.ansa.it/sito/no-
tizie/topnews/2020/01/23/a-fiumicino-controlli-su-volo-da-wuhan_b51cd172-c395-4d85-a9b8-
342be9e99880.html (accessed on 22 March 2020). 

48. WHO (2020, January 24). Updated WHO advice for international traffic in relation to the outbreak of the novel 
coronavirus 2019-nCoV. Available online: https://www.who.int/news-room/articles-detail/updated-who-ad-
vice-for-international-traffic-in-relation-to-the-outbreak-of-the-novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-24-jan/ (acces-
sed on 23 March 2020). 

49. WHO (2020, January 30). WHO Director-General’s statement on IHR Emergency Committee on Novel Coro-
navirus (2019-nCoV). Available online: https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-sta-
tement-on-ihr-emergency-committee-on-novel-coronavirus-(2019-ncov) (accessed on 23 March 2020). 

50. WHO (2020, January 13). WHO statement on novel coronavirus in Thailand. Available online: https:// 
www.who.int/news-room/detail/13-01-2020-who-statement-on-novel-coronavirus-in-thailand (accessed on 
24 March 2020). 

51. DCM 31 Gennaio 2020. Dichiarazione dello stato di emergenza in conseguenza del rischio sanitario connesso 
all'insorgenza di patologie derivanti da agenti virali trasmissibili (20A00737). Gazzetta Ufficiale Serie Generale 
n. 26 del 01-02-2020. Available online: https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2020/02/01/20A00737/sg (acces-
sed on 23 March 2020). 

52. ENAC (2020, January 31). Coronavirus: sospesi tutti i collegamenti aerei tra Italia e Cina — Courtesy translation 
available. Available online: https://www.enac.gov.it/news/coronavirus-sospesi-tutti-collegamenti-aerei-tra-
italia-cina-courtesy-translation-available (accessed on 23 March 2020).
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Feb 953 – and other 19 people evacuated from the Diamond Princess – a cruise that was being held 
in Japan with more than 600 people infected54. Despite these measures, in a matter of days, the 
number of cases surged in Italy, which resulted in a huge number of deaths, lockdown across the 
country, and a shortage of masks. Hence, masks were not available at medical stores for the com-
mon public. 
In Pakistan, the first two COVID-19 cases were reported on Feb 26, both connected with travels 
to Iran. In the beginning, the number of cases was increasing slowly. However, things changed 
dramatically from Mar 15; in ten days, the number of coronavirus cases jumped from 53 to 1,026. 
The rising number of cases in Pakistan and the dire situation of Italy-which has the best health 
care system in the world collapsed to the point where “doctors were forced to decide not to treat 
the very old, leaving them to die. In another town, patients with coronavirus-caused pneumonia 
were being sent home”55. 
Experts believed that “Italy’s experience has now underscored the need to act decisively — quickly 
and early — well before case numbers even appear to reach crisis levels. By that point, it may al-
ready be too late to prevent a spike in cases that stretches systems beyond their limits”. Keeping 
in view this warning to the world, the Pakistani government started to take decisive measures to 
reduce the spread of the virus. 
 
 
 

53. La Repubblica (2020, February 9). Coronavirus: arrivati gli italiani evacuati da Wuhan. Negativo il test sui due 
bambini portati dalla Cecchignola allo Spallanzani. Available online: https://www.repubblica.it/c 
ronaca/2020/02/09/news/coronavirus_giunto_in_gran_bretagna_volo_con_italiani_a_bordo-248125892/ 
(accessed on 23 March 2020). 

54. ANSA. (2020, February 23c). Terzo morto fra contagiati nave Diamond. Available online: http://www. 
ansa.it/sito/notizie/topnews/2020/02/23/terzo-morto-fra-contagiati-nave-diamond_1aee9d92-14f1-4f6b-
b515-04f366361d08.html (accessed on 24 March 2020). 

55. Italy’s Health Care System Groans Under Coronavirus — a Warning to the World. Available at. https://www.ny-
times.com/2020/03/12/world/europe/12italy-coronavirus-health-care.html. Accessed on 05 October 2021.
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Exhibit 2 
List of Italian Corporations and Their Role in Covid-19

Name of the 
company 

Italian companies using core capabilities to manufacture health products to 
deal with Covid-19 Crises

Ferrari During the coronavirus crisis, Ferrari’s main production department, which 
under ordinary circumstances creates new car prototypes, within a short time 
started manufacturing respirator valves and fittings for protective masks. 
These products were donated to help with the coronavirus pandemic. 
Moreover, when the Italian Institute of Technology of Genoa asked for 
collaboration from the corporation, it deployed its fluid dynamics expertise 
and innovation competencies to design a prototype for manufacturing a new 
pulmonary ventilator- this task was achieved in just five weeks to combat the 
COVID-19 crisis. This project was titled FI5, importantly, this project was 
started and conducted when employees were working remotely. Indeed, 
employees visited the office in person when used for the phases requiring 
physical activities, such as the prototype realisation and testing. This was 
done without pecuniary benefits. Further, the information about the product 
was made available as an open-source so that institutions or corporations 
around the world can use this information to manufacture efficient,
lightweight and cheaper ventilators.

Automobili 
Lamborghini

This firm played its role in dealing with the Covid-19 crises by reconverting 
some of its production plant departments to produce surgical masks and 
protective medical shields. These pieces of equipment were donated to the 
Sant’Orsola-Malpighi Hospital in Bologna. Researchers found that the 
company’s upholstery department which is used for manufacturing car 
interiors was reconverted into a production line of surgical masks. 
Furthermore, companies research and development departments and 
composites production plants were allocated for the 3D printing of protective 
medical shields. The company also used its core competencies and 3D printing 
technology to supply lung simulators to support an Italian top manufacturer 
of ventilators: the breathing simulator enables the tester to carry out an initial 
evaluation of the ventilator's performance before reaching the final checking 
stage. The company manufactured 28,000 certificated surgical masks and 
around 7300 shields, these were donated to Sant’Orsola-Malpighi Hospital.

Dallara 
Automobili

The company started collaborating with the Parma Hospital, which helped to 
use and master the intuition of adapting a Decathlon snorkelling mask, this 
will be used to provide non-invasive ventilation to patients affected by COVID-
19. In the beginning, a valve was developed in the city of Brescia which was 
used by patients who were able to breathe autonomously. Corporations’ 
aerodynamics capabilities enhanced the perfection of the valve to support 
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), which ensured that airways are 
always kept open. Then, the company redesigned the valve to convert it into a 
snorkelling mask- a low-cost CPAP mask. Moreover, the company also made 
the CAD data and instructions available as open-source for the general public 
and corporations.
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Grafica Veneta
To deal with the Covid-19 crisis, Grafica Veneta dedicated one line to the 
production of facemasks by adapting their rotary press machine and using a 
particular non-woven fabric. The company was not a certified manufacturer 
of PPEs but during the laboratory tests, it was found these facemasks to be 
non-cytotoxic, non-irritating, and also have high filtration capacity. The 
company entered into this project and manufactured around 10 million 
facemasks. These masks were donated to civil protection which was then 
distributed to the population. This was useful in protecting citizens against the 
virus and also reducing the spread of the virus. This project was launched 
without expecting any monetary benefits.

SIOM 
Thermoplastic

This company made a prototype and designed a semi-rigid, reusable, and 
removable mask made of a plastic shell, a rubber gasket, and a filter-housing 
plastic head. When this mask was tested, it was found that it had an optimal 
filtration capacity (99%) and above-standard breathability (11 Pa/cm2). 
Moreover, the mask was reusable. For example, after usage, the mask’s hard 
parts can be disassembled, a filter needs to be removed, and then cleaned in a 
dishwasher. The mask’s reusability proved to be useful for dealing with a 
shortage of equipment while limiting waste. Corporation donated more than
20,000 masks to multiple Italian municipalities and organisations, this was 
done to deal with the COVID-19 crises without any pecuniary benefits in 
return.

DEVELOPING A NEW PRODUCT DURING CRISES SITUATION


